CALL FOR ARTISTS/CURATORS
Call for Artists: Park Bimonthly Exhibition Series
Park Gallery announces an open call for the upcoming Park Bimonthly series of Exhibitions 2017-2018.
Bimonthly exhibitions space will be given a priority for the 2 young and 4 eminent Nepalese artists in a
year. The exhibition will primarily feature collective artworks of various genre and style. Park Gallery
accepts the following art works for consideration: paintings, sculptures, graphics, photographs, designs,
installation, mixed media, and multimedia arts. The exhibition will stay for two months.
Who would be qualified to apply?
•
•

Nepalese Artists individually, duo or group can apply.
Artists are requested to submit their portfolios, statements and their proposals. Bachelor degree
or equivalent in Fine Art or related discipline (thesis or arts by student and/or children do not
meet to use the Park Gallery space).

•

Individual Artists who have not showcased a solo for last three years as well as not had a debut
in any other professional gallery are in priority for individual solo show. Accepted artists will be
announced given the gallery space for two months to exhibit their creations.

What to include in your submission?
1. An application letter in artist’s own words.
2. Images of 5 artworks with size, title and medium not bigger size than 200 KB Jpg files.
3. Statement by the artists on the current proposals.
4. Reference letter with a write up by one of the prominent Nepalese art writer.
5. Full CV with date of Birth and contact address.
How to submit?
Submission by EMAIL TO: Exhibit Director, Park Gallery
parkgallery11@gmail.com

or contact@parkgallery.com.np
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Bimonthly Exhibition Series Terms and condition
1. Park Gallery will notify by an email whether the application is accepted or not with further
details.
2. Artists will go through Park Gallery MOU and make understanding its terms and conditions once
the application is finalized and confirmed.
3. During operation of exhibitions the approval of promotional materials and other required
brochures are must.
4. Park Gallery reserves right to refrain any advertisement of the exhibition at this stage of process
until all details are finalized and approved.
NOTE : Park Gallery reserves the right to consider or discard proposals without any reasons and make
changes to terms and conditions or fees without advance notice.
For All Artists, International Artists/organizations: 10 days Art Space Program
Individuals, duo or group of Artists, organizations in Nepal or foreign countries are invited to submit
their portfolios, statements and proposals for short period 10 days Art Space Program who wish to hold
the exhibitions.
All Artists /organizers need to contribute the minimum cost of the gallery space room for proposed
days including installation days. Gallery do not have fund the traveling and living cost for their proposed
show.
The application form for International artists/ organizations, cost of space, terms and conditions will be
sent on request.
Call for Curators
Independent curators are encouraged to submit their proposals to bring the exhibitions in collaboration
with the Park Gallery. Curators are stipend for producing the exhibition and their curatorial services.
Apply with proposals that you wish to bring with the artists, organizations that you plan to include .
Please submit your full CV and contact address.
Submission is accepted till December 15th 2016.
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